The Saudi urological activities continued to flourish since the first Saudi Urological Conference (SUC) in May 1983. The milestone in Saudi urology was the establishment of the Saudi Urological Association in late 2005 under the auspice of King Abdulaziz University-Jeddah.

It has been a custom to document the scientific activities of all SUCs by printing abstracts proceedings in the form of hard copy and/or CD. It is the first time that the abstracts proceeding of a SUC is published as a supplement in a PubMed indexed journal namely the Urology Annals (UA). The history behind this supplement started within the preparation of the scientific program of the 27^th^ SUC. To encourage more abstracts to be submitted, the scientific committee requested the UA to publish all accepted submitted abstracts received. The UA generous response came with the idea to produce an abstracts proceeding supplement of the journal. This offer is an enormous gain for the SUCs and the abstract authors alike. The guest\'s editors and contributors are gratefully appreciating this gesture of the journal and the editor-in-chief of the UA.

The compiled abstracts proceedings of the first 23 SUCs (1983--2011) exist in hard copy- and electronic form (4 volumes) and to make these abstracts accessible in the PubMed, the suggestion came again from Prof. K. Fouda, to produce future supplements of the UA with these abstracts in a thematic abstracts proceeding form. We are working closely with UA on this project.

This first trial with UA-supplement is a challenging experience, hoping that some of the shortcoming will be avoided in future editions. Future editions will only include abstracts that meet accepted standards and of scientifically valuable messages.

May I once again, thank the UA team headed by Prof. Fouda, the members of the scientific committee, abstract authors and all colleagues, who were involved in organizing the 27^th^ SUC, directed by Dr. Amr M. Jad.
